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Welcome to Issue 2 of our newsletter.
 We are now in Autumn 2019 and the year is well underway.

 
So far this year our engineering team have completed intensive training for
our recently purchased new series Romer Arm. The training along with the
specifications of the new machine allows us the ability to provide multiple

outcomes for our clients. The addition of new Romer Arm makes it 2
machines we have access to.

 
We had the pleasure of sponsoring a car in the annual Redneck Rally

throughout Southern NSW which raised $331,223 for Country Hope. I think it
is part of the Australia culture to support each other, we are only too pleased

to assist in any way we can.
 

Congratulation to Peter Devescovi who celebrated 25 years in December
2018 with Alternative Engineering. Our Production Manager Juan Martinez
celebrated his 30 years on April 3rd 2019. Many thanks to both Peter and

Juan for their many years of service.
 

We are always looking for new products to assist our clients and I would
encourage you to read about Blue Acetal and LUB-X which are discussed in

this newsletter.
 

Many thanks for the continued support of our clients. We look forward to
providing you with service and quality you can rely on.

Greg Bradley, Managing Director 
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Welcome! 
Staff

2

Alternative Engineering prides itself on being able to offer exceptional customer
services to all of its clients and customers.

 
 This would not be possible without the hard work of our sales, manufacturing
and customer service teams. Alternative Engineering has been glad to welcome
aboard a number  of new staff in 2019 and celebrate the work anniversaries of

a number of employees.

Staff Anniversaries
Peter Devescovi celebrated his 25th work anniversary with

Alternative Engineering in December 2018. We were able to
celebrate with the entire AE crew and shared some delicious cake

 
We also have a number of other work anniversaries to celebrate.

A big congratulations to; 
·Aji – 12 years

·Harry – 13 years
· Suresh – 11 years

·John– 11 years
·Ranga– 10 years

·Paul – 9 years
· Sandra – 4 years
·Jarred - 3 years.
·Amy - 2 years 

·Stewart – 2 years
 

Juan Martinez, our production manager, celebrated his 30th
anniversary on the 3rd April this year. Juan has worked with Greg
almost the entire time Alternative Engineering has been operating.

He has seen the company expand to a growing number of
services, industries and clients. Thanks Juan!

Alternative Engineering would like to acknowledge the hard
work and dedication of all our staff. The longevity of our
employees is something we are incredibly proud of. We

have celebrated a number of work anniversaries within the
last 3 months.

Peter Devescovi and Greg Bradley

Johnny - who works in our internal sales and customer service department 

We have had a few additions at Alternative Engineering over the
last few months. We have welcomed a number of new staff

members on board and had a team member return.
 

We welcomed Johnny into our customer service team at the
start of January.

 
Our CNC department has also been bolstered with the addition

of a new employee, Manju.
 

Along with the return of Lwyn who has returned after a long
absence.

 
Welcome back Lwyn and welcome to team the team Johnny and

Manju.
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New ROMER Arm Staff Profile - Juan Martinez 
Juan Martinez is an important part of our production team. As

the production manager, he is responsible for all of our
manufacturing staff and our schedule board. He makes sure

all our projects are completed on time.
 

Oh, and did we mention he’s been with Alternative
Engineering for 30 years?

 
Juan started with Alternative Engineering on the 3rd April 1989

and has held a number of roles over his time here including
machinist, estimator and production manager.

Meet Juan
What aspect of the role do you like the most?

I think the dynamic environment, it is always challenging and
busy. The environment is a great place to work.

 
What do you do in your time outside of work?

I am heavily involved in the DJ scene. A lot of my spare time I
use for my music. I play every weekend and I recently picked
up a new gig in Bentley. Some of the places I DJ at are Galah

in Windsor and Rice Queen in Fitzroy.
 

What is your favourite project you’ve worked on?
The one I always remember, was when I was working on

machines and a guy came in with a hand drawn sketch of water
pumps for a car wash. This was before we had CNC mills and
lathes and I had to grind special tools by hand on the lathes. It

was very small and detailed. While I was working on the pump I
noticed an issue with the design and was able to change the

design last minute to fix the flaw. We let the client know which
he was very thankful for and the pumps worked great.

 
If you could switch jobs with anyone who would it be and

why?
Brian Cox – the astrophysicist. For his brain.

In our last issue, you would have read all about the ROMER
arm and how Alternative Engineering uses the ROMER to
assist in the accurate measuring and manufacturing of our

parts.
 

Early this year Alternative Engineering purchased and
commissioned a new ROMER Arm to join the team.

We now have two ROMER arms which will accompany our
engineers when they conduct onsite measuring and product

development. 

Jarred and Steve under took training to learn all about the new ROMER
 

Alternative Engineering is excited to be adding to it's
capabilities with the commissioning a new ROMER Arm. 

 
We have had unprecedented demand for our services which

include using the ROMER for accurate measurements as part
of the engineering process. 

 
To learn more about the ROMER Arm you can visit our website

at https://www.alternativeengineering.com.au/accurate-
measuring-using-the-romer-arm/. Juan celebrating his 30th Anniversary

Absolute Romer Compact Arm 
Photo Credit Hexagon Manufacturing 

https://www.alternativeengineering.com.au/accurate-measuring-using-the-romer-arm/
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Jayrad Bakery Supplies
Jayrad Bakery Supplies is an off shoot of Alternative Engineering which specialises in niche manufacturing for the bakery

industry. They have been operating for over 25 years designing and manufacturing a range of high- quality specialised bakery
equipment.

 
All Jayrad’s equipment is manufactured in the Alternative Engineering factory in North Melbourne out of the highest quality

materials. We guarantee that you will receive high-quality Australian manufactured equipment.
 

Jayrad Bakery Supplies is able to manufacture a range of equipment to suit your specifications and needs. Some of the
equipment Jayrad manufacture includes: bun rounding & bun divider plates, plastic shelving, machine guarding, HDPE cutting
boards and rolling pins, sneeze guards and plastic covers and spiral mixer guards. All of these can be manufactured to your

specifications to work with equipment you already have.
 

To learn more about Jayrad Bakery Supplies please visit www.jayradbakerysupplies.com.au or call 1300 723 148.

Jayrad Bakery Supplies
www.jayradbakerysupplies.com.au

Light Installation for Caloundra
Alternative Engineering were contacted by Skunk Control science

& art exhibitions from Victoria University to project manage the
manufacturing of a set of installations for the town of Caloundra on

the Sunshine Coast.
 

The Installation considers a series of flowers at different stages of
development that have the ability to alter, cast light and provide
differing engagements depending from which vantage point they

are observed from. 
 

The work makes use of optical filters, curved glass and reflective
light to convey individual stories. Colour shadows produced are
rich, vibrant and paint those below engaging with the artwork. At
night, the installation illuminates bringing to life its internal eco-

system.
 

The locals of Caloundra are super happy with the sculptures and
Victoria University have been been receiving wonderfully

positive comments.
 

Skunk Control communicate art through science and science
through art.

To learn more about Skunk Control Visit:
https://www.vu.edu.au/about-vu/community-partnerships-

engagement/skunk-control-science-art-exhibitions 

http://www.jayradbakeryequipment.com.au/
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Industry Focus- Australian Wine Industry 
Alternative Engineering has a long-standing partnership with
the Australian Wine Industry, supplying a range of products

and services to enhance capabilities to wine producers
Australia wide.

 
Alternative Engineering’s focus is on how our solutions can

improve the capability of our clients, and the overall value we
bring to those relationships. Our solutions set out to have an
impact on how improvements to bottling lines can impact the

large competitiveness of the company. Whether this is
increasing production efficiencies, higher production outputs or

waste minimisation.
 

The Australian wine industry is ranked 5th on the global scale
behind traditional wine-making countries such as Italy, France
and Spain. Despite ranking 5th, in 2018 international demand

for Australian wine grew strongly with an increase in wine
exports of 10% in value and 5% in volume.

 
Wine production is around 1.2 billion litres per year with over

half being red wine. The increasing demand for Australian red
wine exports is driven by strong sales in China.

 
‘Strong growth in exports and stable domestic demand saw
total sales increase by just under 8 million cases (6 percent)

compared with the previous year, while a smaller grape crush
in 2018 led to a decrease in wine production of 10 million

cases (7 percent).’ Wine Australia
 

40 percent of Australian wine production is consumed in
Australia making it by far our largest wine market. This

accounts for approximately 500 million litres.

One of the most important services we provide to the wine
industry is custom change parts manufacturing. For wine

manufacturers, the engineering of reliable, accurate and high-
quality change parts plays a crucial role in meeting production

goals and delivering products to market on time and within
defined cost parameters. Change part engineering has

resulted in significant increases in productivity and efficiency
when using local design engineers to innovate processes and

produce new machine components. 
 

What sets Alternative Engineering apart from OEM and other
engineering companies is how we design and manufacture our

change parts.  
 

The process to achieve these outcomes in detailed and
thorough. A summary of our process is as follows;

 
1-      Map and measure the bottling machines with the latest

technology. Alternative use a ROMER arm for exact
measurements, this requires an onsite visit.

2-      Our engineers meet to discuss and design parts which
will provide our clients with products capable of meeting the

required outcomes.
3-      Drafting of parts from the agreed design. This is

presented, discussed and agreed upon. Lead times are then
agreed on to achieve anticipated outcomes.

4-      Parts are manufactured and our engineers arranges a
time to attend site to commission parts.

5-       Complete any adjustments to ensure the parts provide
the capabilities they were designed for.

 
Through this, we have been able to increase productivity by

30% and increase efficiency by 10% respectively.

Alternative Engineering provide bespoke and niche services to our wine bottling clients which allow
us to enhance their productivity and production efficiencies.
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Did you know? 
The History of Wine in Australia

The wine industry in Australia can be traced all the way to the First
Fleet in 1788, when vine clippings were brought over for planting in

Farm Cove. Unfortunately, due to intense heat and humidity, the
vines rotted. By 1850, commercial vineyards were established and

productive in most Australian states.

A quintessential Australian Invention
Around the 1970’s Australian wineries developed wine casks, or
‘bag in a box’ wine, which made wine more accessible to a wider
group of people. Angoves began to use cask wine in 1965 with

Penfold’s quickly following. Now cask wine, which is affectionately
referred to as ‘Goon’, is an Australian Icon.

Food Grade Plastics
Blue Acetal Lub-X

Plastic components within the food industry must be built to
ensure optimal sanitation and consumer safety. For

manufacturers, one very important goal in the production of
food substances is to control and limit the interference of

foreign bodies during manufacturing.
 

Blue Acetal is favoured in the food industry, as it turns out blue
is the rarest of all food colours. Therefore, if blue plastics were

ever to contaminate food, it would be highly visible. The
detection of foreign bodies during processing is crucial to

ensure safety and quality during production and of the finished
product.

 
Alternative Engineering is able to provide our food industry

clients with Acetron MD which is a copolymer grade,
containing a metal detectable additive for specialty use within

the food industry. 

Manufacturing environments with high production outputs
require materials and equipment which are able to deliver the

outcomes they need.
Lub-X is one such material. But, what is Lub-X?

 
Lub-X is specially formulated for high-performance production
environments, especially designed and manufactured to work

seamlessly with POM, PET, and steel. 
 This makes it a great option for Alternative Engineering's

container handling clients. It has been specially developed for
applications in materials-handling and automation

technologies.
 

Benefits with Lub-X
-          Significantly reduced temperature development

-          Long life
-          Lower noise emissions

-          Longer maintenance intervals
-          Reduced scuffing on PET

 
          Properties of Lub-X

-          Excellent sliding properties 
-          Excellent dry run properties

-          High wear resistance
-       Food Compliant

Product Overview
-          High mechanical strength, stiffness and hardness

-          High impact strength
-          Very good dimensional stability

-          Good sliding properties and wear resistance

Timing Scroll manufactured by Alternative Engineering out of Lub-XA meatball forming board manufactured out of Blue Acetal

* Please call to discuss lead times and pricing 
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Riverina Redneck Rally 2019

Maddison Gay - AFLW Star Tortoise Maze

The Riverina Redneck Rally is done and dusted for another
year. From the 11th -15th of March a number of teams set off

on an outback journey to raise money for Country Hope, a
not-for-profit charity that supports families of children with life-

threatening illnesses.
 

Alternative Engineering were fortunate enough to sponsor the
Laid Back team in this years rally who raised $8000 for

Country Hope.
This year’s rally was able to raise a total of $331,223 for

Country Hope plus;

Alternative Engineering designed and manufactured a tortoise
maze for Melbourne University's Animal Welfare Department for

use in one of their animal research projects.
 

The maze was assembled and preliminary test were run at the
end of December with the research project beginning towards

the end of February. 
 

Here we have one of the Leopard Tortoises on his first
exploration of the empty maze.

Ex Alternative Engineering employee Maddison Gay has
completed her second season for the AFLW this year

having been drafted to Melbourne Demons from Carlton. 
 

Maddie plays in the midfielder/forward and has a solid
background in netball.

 
Well done Maddie on your second season with the AFLW.

We wish her all the best with her AFLW career.

$1200 for the Royal Flying Doctors at Cameron’s Corner
$560 for Tibooburra School + Books and gift bags

$1365 for a rally entrant’s son who was diagnosed with cancer
$5000 for two families in Balranald whose children are battling

cancer
700kg stock feed to Pooncarie School + Books and gift bags

Library books and gift bags for White Cliffs School 

100% of all proceeds go to charity 

http://www.riverinaredneckrally.com.au/
https://www.countryhope.com.au/ Photo credit - Riverina Car Rally Facebook Page 

Photo credit - Melbourne Football Club
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Alternative Engineering 
35 Boundary Road, North Melbourne,

Victoria, 3051, Australia
P: 1300 558 220

E: sales@alternativeengineering.com.au
W: www.alternativeengineering.com.au

Happy Easter from the team at
Alternative Engineering 

We will be closed the public holidays over Easter and Anzac day,
including Good Friday 19/4, Easter Monday 22/4 and Anzac Day 25/4.

All other days we are operating as normal.

Expertise and Service you can rely on


